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C
onCussions are described as a subset of traumatic 
brain injury (TBI), which is one of the most com-
mon injuries in pediatric emergency medicine.61 

Children have been shown to undergo longer and more 
challenging recoveries after concussion, which may be at-
tributed to their developing brains.58 A reported risk factor 
in suffering a concussion is a history of previous concus-
sions.19,52 The theory behind this phenomenon is that dam-
age to the neural tissues from the first concussion may re-

sult in a long-term weakening of their resistance to further 
injury.45,51 This topic has been investigated primarily using 
animal and tissue models but has yet to have been exam-
ined using a biomechanical analysis of a human popula-
tion, let alone a pediatric subgroup.

The relation between a previous history of concussions 
and the likelihood of incurring further concussions is a 
critical point in understanding and reducing the risk of pe-
diatric concussions. Having multiple concussions has been 
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OBJECTIVE Concussion is a common topic of research as a result of the short- and long-term effects it can have on 
the affected individual. Of particular interest is whether previous concussions can lead to a biomechanical susceptibility, 
or vulnerability, to incurring further head injuries, particularly for youth populations. The purpose of this research was to 
compare the impact biomechanics of a concussive event in terms of acceleration and brain strains of 2 groups of youths: 
those who had incurred a previous concussion and those who had not. It was hypothesized that the youths with a history 
of concussion would have lower-magnitude biomechanical impact measures than those who had never suffered a previ-
ous concussion.

METHODS Youths who had suffered a concussion were recruited from emergency departments across Canada. This 
pool of patients was then separated into 2 categories based on their history of concussion: those who had incurred 1 or 
more previous concussions, and those who had never suffered a concussion. The impact event that resulted in the brain 
injury was reconstructed biomechanically using computational, physical, and finite element modeling techniques. The 
output of the events was measured in biomechanical parameters such as energy, force, acceleration, and brain tissue 
strain to determine if those patients who had a previous concussion sustained a brain injury at lower magnitudes than 
those who had no previously reported concussion.

RESULTS The results demonstrated that there was no biomechanical variable that could distinguish between the con-
cussion groups with a history of concussion versus no history of concussion.

CONCLUSIONS The results suggest that there is no measureable biomechanical vulnerability to head impact related 
to a history of concussions in this youth population. This may be a reflection of the long time between the previous con-
cussion and the one reconstructed in the laboratory, where such a long period has been associated with recovery from 
injury.
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associated with long-term impairments such as behavioral 
deficits, changes in neuropathology, and degeneration of 
neural tissues.6,7 Freiss et al.14 found that impact-induced 
head rotations after an initial injury led to poorer neu-
ropathological and neurobehavioral outcomes, with an 
increase in structural white matter brain damage using 
a piglet model. In addition, neuropathological and neu-
robehavioral outcomes were more severe when a second-
ary impact rotation was applied 24 hours after an initial 
impact (in comparison with 7 days apart), supporting the 
theory that an initial insult leads to long-term effects that 
reduce the resistance of tissues to a secondary impact of 
the same magnitude. Effgen and Morrison11 examined the 
effect of repeated loading on cell slice cultures and found 
that there was a heightened sensitivity of the brain tissue 
following mild mechanical loading. From repeated load-
ing of a youth model cell culture, described as equivalent 
to a 10–12-year-old human, there were increases in long-
term potentiation deficits, astrogliosis, nitrite production, 
cell loss, and dendritic damage. This increased vulnerabil-
ity was identified as lasting between 72 and 144 hours, 
depending on the structural or biochemical measures used 
to quantify the damage to the tissues. Giza and Hovda16 
investigated the neurometabolic cascades following con-
cussion and found that many of the metabolites following 
concussion persist from minutes to days following the ini-
tial loading of the tissues. Using a mouse model combined 
with MRI, Yang et al.60 found that improvement in brain 
morphology occurred at 7 days, with complete recovery 
at approximately 30 days. This disagreement between re-
searchers concerning time to recovery from a head im-
pact may be in part a result of different animal and tissue 
models and methods used, as well as dependent on the 
measurement variable to quantify the injury. What does 
seem to be consistent is that there is a period of vulner-
ability of the tissues to a secondary impact following the 
initial insult.

The animal and brain tissue research supports the 
epidemiological studies that have shown that athletes are 
more likely to incur a concussion if they have already 
received 1 or more in the same playing season.19,52 This 
phenomenon of the effect of previous concussions on the 
long-term vulnerability of neural tissues to resist impact 
loading has particular importance when considering re-
turn to play/activity guidelines for youth and sport, a topic 
that has received considerable debate (Berger M, “Repeti-
tive head injury in sports,” oral presentation at the Na-
tional Neurotrauma Symposium, 2014).18,27,56 While there 
has been research examining the tissue and epidemiologi-
cal theories surrounding vulnerability to concussion from 
multiple impacts, there has been a lack of research exam-
ining this phenomenon from a biomechanical perspec-
tive for a youth population. As youth commonly engage 
in sports and incur concussions in sporting environments, 
identifying any biomechanical vulnerability related to a 
history of concussions would be critical in the prevention 
and management of this type of injury. The purpose of 
this research was to conduct a biomechanical compari-
son in a youth population who had incurred a concussion 
and examine those who had a history of concussion ver-
sus those who did not. It was hypothesized that the youth 

with a history of concussion would have lower-magnitude 
biomechanical impact measures than those who had never 
suffered a previous concussion.

Methods
Study Population

The patients used in this study were collected from 
9 pediatric emergency hospitals across Canada that be-
longed to the Pediatric Emergency Research Canada 
(PERC) network. This research was a prospective study, 
in which the data were collected prospectively using a 
standardized data collection form. Patients between the 
ages of 5 and 18 years old who were diagnosed with a 
concussion as defined by the Zurich consensus statement 
were accepted into this study.28 Inclusion and exclusion 
criteria for these patients were previously described by 
Zemek et al.61 To conduct a biomechanical reconstruction 
of the impacts to the youths that resulted in concussion, an 
analysis of the impacts was completed using information 
from a standardized patient intake form. To be included in 
the biomechanical analysis the reconstruction information 
must have had a measurement of the height fallen (head 
to ground), age, sex, location of impact on the head, and 
impact surface (concrete, ice, etc.). A description of the 
type of event was also necessary, such as a fall or col-
lision. Because subject position and velocities of impact 
could not be accounted for in collision-type impacts, only 
falling events were reconstructed to minimize error; falls 
from both sporting and nonsporting environments were 
included. To be included in this research the falls must 
have been described as a direct fall to a surface, and not 
a collision with the boards or goalposts from a fall. In ad-
dition to this information, knowledge of the presence of a 
helmet was required, along with the make and model. For 
this study, cases were divided into two groups: a “history” 
group that contained those with a previous history of at 
least 1 previous diagnosed concussion, and a “no history” 
group containing patients with no previously diagnosed 
concussions. This represented the separation of groups for 
the biomechanical analysis and allowed for a comparison 
with determination if the group with a history of brain 
injury received their most recent concussion at lower mag-
nitudes of brain response than individuals who had no his-
tory of the injury.

Testing Procedure

To examine the concussion cases resulting from fall-
ing, each impact was reconstructed biomechanically 
using a combination of mathematical dynamic models 
(MADYMOs), physical reconstruction, and finite element 
analysis of the brain. This methodology has been used in 
the past to examine the biomechanics of impact for adult 
TBI, transient concussion, and persistent concussive syn-
drome (PCS) cases from hospital data sets.10,38, 39, 44,43 It 
has been used by researchers to determine magnitudes of 
response and biomechanical vulnerability that may exist 
for different TBI lesions10,39,43 and to establish the range 
of brain tissue deformation that is associated with PCS 
in adults.38,44 As a result, this method has been found to 
have sufficient sensitivity to investigate the biomechanics 
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of impacts for falling events, although this research would 
be the first to attempt to use this method for a pediatric 
population. In terms of accuracy, while there is no cur-
rent state data on strain available for known impact load-
ing conditions of a living human brain, this method has 
been found to produce similar magnitudes of brain strain 
response as has been described in anatomical tissue injury 
research.2,12, 33,50 Using the description that was recorded 
on the patient intake form, MADYMO simulations of the 
kinematics of impact were used to determine the head con-
tact velocities for the impact event. These inbound veloci-
ties, along with the description of impact location and im-
pact surface, were then used as parameters for the drop test 
using a monorail drop rig (Fig. 1). An appropriately sized 
Hybrid III headform (Humanetics; Table 1) was chosen to 
represent the size of the head of the child at the time of 
impact using the child’s age on the patient intake form. The 
headform was then attached to the monorail drop rig by an 
unbiased neckform and dropped onto the defined impact 
surface (concrete, turf, ice, or hardwood). The unbiased 
neck was a neck composed of symmetrical rubber and alu-
minum discs similar to that of the Hybrid III neckform, 
but without the bias to headform response. If a helmet was 
involved, a helmet identical or of similar energy-absorbing 
liner design (typically vinyl nitrile [VN] or expanded poly-
propylene) and composition was fitted to the headform for 
the impact test. Accelerometers in the headform captured 
the head’s linear and rotational time histories from impact. 
These acceleration time histories were then used as input 
into the finite element model of the human brain to de-
termine the maximum principal strain of the brain tissue 
from impact. Because a range of velocities was calculated 
from MADYMO, the high- and low-limit velocities were 
chosen to be reconstructed and 3 impacts were completed 
per velocity, per patient fall reconstruction.

Equipment

Monorail Drop Rig System

The monorail drop rig system was used to reconstruct 

the falling brain injury events. The monorail drop rig 
used in this study was 4.7 m long with a pneumatically 
controlled release lever responsible for the release of the 
carriage. The Hybrid III headform was attached to this 
carriage by an unbiased neckform and was able to be po-
sitioned in 5° of freedom to capture proper impact location 
as described on the patient intake form. The anvils used 
in this study included: concrete, ice, turf, hardwood, and 
steel. An ice anvil was created for impacts using a circu-
lar container (0.096 m deep, 0.204 m circumference) that 
was filled with water and frozen at -25°C for 48 hours. To 
maintain surface consistency, the anvil was removed after 
impact and placed in a freezer for 5 minutes between each 
impact. A turf anvil was created using a 0.26 m × 0.31 m 
× 0.05 square of field turf. The hardwood anvil was com-
posed of hardwood flooring panels attached to a standard 
subfloor and reinforced with 2- × 6-inch supports to main-
tain a rigid structure for impact. A time gate placed 0.02 
m before impact was used to capture the impact velocity.

Hybrid III Headforms

One of 3 Hybrid III headforms was used for each fall 
reconstruction. The headforms included a 6-year-old’s 
headform representing the children, 5th percentile head-
form for the pre-teen to teenage group, and lastly a 50th 
percentile headform representing the oldest category 
(male teenagers). The headform selection for each case 
was determined from the size and mass of the patients 
in comparison with head circumference data within the 
literature (Table 1).24,35,37,65 Each headform was equipped 
with 9 Endevco (7264C-2KTZ-2–300) accelerometers po-
sitioned in a 3-2-2-2 array40 that measured the linear and 
rotational accelerations of the head from impact with a 
frame of reference: x-axis forward, y-axis to the left of 
the head, and z-axis upwards. Data were collected and 
recorded by 1 dedicated computer running DTS TDAS 
software systems (DTS). The filters used for the impacts 
varied depending on headform, with signals from impacts 
to the 50th percentile headform conditioned using a chan-
nel frequency class (CFC) 1000 filter and the 6-year-old’s 
and 5th percentile headforms with a CFC 180 filter.
Helmets

All data collected for this study were categorized as a 
recreational or sporting fall. The sports examined in this 
study included: soccer, basketball, ice hockey, and Cana-
dian football. For ice hockey and Canadian football, hel-
mets were fitted to the headform as all players were wear-
ing one when the concussion occurred. For the ice hockey 
reconstructions, an appropriately sized (small or medium) 
VN helmet and mask was used and for the football recon-

FIG. 1. Monorail impact reconstructions for fall to ice (A), fall to ice in 
youth ice hockey (B), fall to turf in youth soccer (C), and fall to turf in 
youth Canadian football (D). Figure is available in color online only.

TABLE 1. The Hybrid III headforms used for each age range as 

described in the literature

Hybrid III  

Headform Model

Circumference  

Range (cm)

Male Age  

(yrs)

Female Age  

(yrs)

6-yr-old 0–52.9 6–7 6–9

5th percentile 52.9–56.4 8–16 10–18

50th percentile 56.4–59.0 17–18
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structions, a youth VN helmet with a SKYDEX liner and 
mask was worn. The same helmet was used for multiple 
event reconstructions, with the impact location marked 
with a 5-cm-diameter circle to prevent overlap of test-
ing locations. The helmet was replaced with a new model 
when an overlap occurred. Additionally, the response and 
physical condition of the helmet was continually moni-
tored to ensure helmet performance did not diminish from 
repeated testing.5 A helmet was replaced if visible cracks 
in the shell or liner were found or if degradation in the 
protective capacity of the helmet was occurring as indi-
cated through an unexplained increase in acceleration re-
sponses.

MADYMO

MADYMO is a computational tool commonly used to 
simulate falls and pedestrian accidents in the automotive 
industry.1 It is often used to recreate pedestrian incidents 
based upon eyewitness and subject reports.9,13,39,43 The ben-
efit of this technique is that it allows for an improved es-
timation of head contact velocity because the kinematics 
of the event can be simulated.9,13,39,44 The strength of this 
program comes from its use of ellipsoid models that were 
validated for pedestrian impacts.57 The ellipsoid models 
were developed using anthropometrics that closely rep-
resented the weight and height of the pediatric patients. 
These models were then placed into a virtual environ-
ment that represented the situation in which the injury 
occurred. A series of simulations were conducted from 
the event description using the joint angles and positions 
as described or estimated from the patient intake form. 
Multiple simulations of impact scenarios were run for a 
sensitivity analysis as variations in eyewitness and subject 
accounts may have occurred.9,13,44 The model’s head con-
tact velocity from the simulations was used to define the 
upper and lower head velocities that were used to recon-
struct the impact. Only the low-velocity head impacts as 
defined by the MADYMO simulations were analyzed for 
this research as they represent the lower boundary of when 
the injury occurred.44

Finite Element Model

Finite element analysis was conducted to determine the 
maximum principal strain in the cerebrum for an impact. 
The model used in this study was the University College 
of Dublin Brain Trauma Model (UCDBTM).2,22 The ge-
ometry of this model was based on medical imaging of 
an adult male cadaver. The sections taken from the imag-
ing that were incorporated into the model included scalp, 
skull, pia, falx, tentorium, CSF, gray and white matter, 
cerebellum, and the brainstem;23 these sections total ap-
proximately 26,000 elements.

Cadaveric anatomical and tissue sample research was 
used to determine the material properties of the mod-
el26,48,59,62,64 and are described in Tables 2 and 3. These 
tissues of the brain were modeled using a linearly visco-
elastic model combined with large deformation theory 
that represented the behavior of the brain tissues, which 
is characterized as viscoelastic in shear with a deviatoric 
stress rate dependent on the shear relaxation modulus.22 
The compression of the brain was defined as elastic. The 

shear characteristic of the viscoelastic brain was expressed 
in the following equation: G(t) = G∞ + (G0 – G∞)e-βt, in 
which G∞ represents the long-term shear modulus, G0 the 
short-term modulus, and b the decay factor. A Mooney-
Rivlin hyperelastic material model was used for the brain 
to maintain these properties along with a viscoelastic ma-
terial property in ABAQUS (Dassault Systèmes), with a 
decay factor of b = 145 s-1.22 The hyperelastic law was 
represented by the following formula: C10(t) = 0.9C01(t) = 
620.5 + 1930e-t/0.008 + 1103e-t/0.15 (Pa), in which C10 is the 
mechanical energy absorbed by the material when the first 
strain invariant changes by a unit step input, C01 is the en-
ergy absorbed when the second strain invariant changes 
by a unit step,29,31 and t is the time in seconds. The skull-
brain interaction was described as sliding with no separa-
tion between the CSF and the pia. The CSF was modeled 
by using solid elements with a bulk modulus of water and 
a low shear modulus.23,22 The coefficient of friction for the 
sliding interface was 0.2.32

Validation of the model was fulfilled by associating 
the UCDBTM’s responses to the cadaveric-pressure time 
histories from impacts conducted by Nahum et al.34 Brain 
motion validations were completed with comparisons to 
the cadaveric impacts of Hardy et al.20 Further compari-
sons of model response were completed using brain in-
jury reconstructions from real-life incidents by Doorly,9 
Doorly and Gilchrist,10 Rousseau,47 and Post et al.,44 which 
provided a good agreement with the magnitudes of strain 
and stress in the literature.

Brain Size Scaling

Currently, there is no consensus as to how to repre-
sent the brain tissue characteristics for a youth finite ele-
ment head model, with many researchers suggesting that 
the parameters are often found to be within the range of 

TABLE 2. Material properties for UCDBTM

Material

Young’s Modulus  

(MPa)

Poisson’s  

Ratio

Density  

(kg/m3)

Dura 31.5 0.45 1130

Pia 11.5 0.45 1130

Falx 31.5 0.45 1140

Tentorium 31.5 0.45 1140

CSF Water 0.5 1000

Gray matter Hyperelastic 0.49 1060

White matter Hyperelastic 0.49 1060

TABLE 3. Material properties of brain tissue used in the UCDBTM

Brain Tissue

Shear Modulus (kPa)

G0 G∞

Gray matter 10 2

White matter 12.5 2.5

Brain stem 22.5 4.5

Cerebellum 10 2

In each sample the decay constant (s-1) was 80, and the bulk modulus was 

2.19 GPa.
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adults.4,46,49 As a result of these considerations the UCD-
BTM was scaled to represent the geometry of the youth in-
volved in this research, with 3 scaled versions representing 
the variance in ages of the patient population. The child age 
group consisted of males aged 6–7 years and females aged 
6–9 years. This group was analyzed using a finite element 
model that was scaled to 90% of the original UCDBTM. 
This scaling was based upon MRI brain size data from an 
average of 6-year-old patients.54 The male cases that were 
8–16 years old and the females that were 10–17 years old 
used a 95% scaled UCDBTM. The scaling for this analysis 
was chosen based on MRI brain size data.30 The fit of both 
models was concentrated on the anterior-posterior and 
inferior-superior axes (within 1 standard deviation). The 
17- and 18-year-old male impacts were modeled using the 
full-size UCDBTM.

Measurement Variables and Statistical Analyses

A comparison of the concussion “history” and “no 
history” groups was conducted using force, energy, peak 
resultant linear and rotational acceleration, maximum 
principal strain of the gray and white matter, and cumula-
tive strain damage measure (CSDM) set at 10% and 20% 
strain. Force and energy were included as they are directly 
related to the severity of the impact. Peak resultant lin-
ear acceleration has been demonstrated to be closely as-
sociated with certain mechanisms of TBI and skull frac-
ture,17,53 whereas peak resultant rotational acceleration has 
been associated with the shearing of brain tissues believed 
to be the mechanism of concussion.21,42 Maximum princi-
pal strain in the cerebrum was calculated, as this metric 
has been shown to be more closely associated with con-
cussion than kinematic variables.2,25,42,63 The CSDM is 
a measure that examines how much of the brain tissues 
have passed a certain threshold of strain that is associated 
with structural or metabolic damage, in this case 10% and 
20%. The 10% measure was chosen based on the litera-
ture15,41 demonstrating this magnitude to be predictive of 
concussion, while the 20% strain measure is indicative of 
structural damage in the tissues of the brain.2,33 To quan-
tify the amount of the brain tissues that have passed these 
assigned thresholds, the number of elements that passed 
the value was determined and the percentage of the total 
number of elements in the cerebrum that this represented 
was calculated. As this is a slight modification of the origi-
nal CSDM calculation,3 the CSDM in this research was 
termed CSDMe-10 and CSDMe-20, respectively.

The data were examined by comparing responses of the 
dependent variables for the “history” concussion group to 
the “no history” group using t-tests for the data set, with 
an a level set to 0.05. Further analyses using binary logis-
tic regression were also conducted to determine if there 
was a predictive variable able to distinguish between these 
groups.

Results
The total number of participants’ data permitted into 

the study following inclusion/exclusion criteria was 3063. 
After the inclusion/exclusion criteria were applied, a total 
of 222 cases were analyzed for the biomechanical impact 

parameters and reconstructed in the laboratory. In total, 
164 patients were reconstructed for the “no history” group 
and 58 for the “history” group. The “history” group had 
an average time interval of 864 days from the previous 
concussion to the one reported for this research (median 
498 days). Those cases that were reconstructed were from 
several different impact environments, such as nonsport 
falls (n = 15 [history], n = 64 [no history]), Canadian foot-
ball (n = 4 [history], n = 11 [no history]), soccer (n = 6 
[history], n = 17 [no history]), basketball (n = 5 [history], 
n = 19 [no history]), and ice hockey (n = 28 [history], n = 
53 [no history]).

The results of the variables recorded for these impacts 
are presented in Figs. 2–5. When the data set was com-
pared, no significant differences were found in any of the 
biomechanical variables between the “history” and “no 
history” groups (p > 0.05). When binary logistic regres-
sion analyses were conducted for the purpose of deter-
mining a predictive variable and threshold between the 2 
groups, no significance was found (p > 0.05).

Discussion
History of Concussion

The goal of this research was to compare the biome-
chanics of impact between a group of youths who had 
incurred a previous concussion to a group that had no 
previous history. The results of the reconstructions of the 
youth concussions did not reveal any statistical difference 
in biomechanical variables between the “history” and “no 
history” concussion groups. Large variations in response 
were present between patients within the impact environ-
ments (nonsport, soccer, etc.), which was reflected in the 
large standard deviations shown in the results. This vari-
ance is a reflection of the range in which an individual can 
incur a concussive injury in each environment. In effect, 
no consistent difference was found between the “history” 
and “no history” groups, even though research would sug-
gest that the history of concussion group should have been 
injured at lower levels of magnitude of impact than the 
no history of concussion group.11,14 This result is likely a 
reflection of the impact event within each of these brain 
injury environments. In sport, the players engage in play 
within a certain framework governed by the field of play 
and rules of the sport that creates a corridor of velocity, 
mass, and compliance (helmets and padding) in which 
impacts most often occur. These parameters would cre-

FIG. 2. Force (A) and energy (B) comparisons in the “history” and “no 
history” concussion groups for different injury environments. Error bars 
denote standard deviations. Figure is available in color online only.
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ate an environment such that when an impact occurred, 
the characteristics of force, energy, and resulting head ac-
celerations would result in injury regardless of previous 
history of concussion. This is reflected in the similarity 
in many of the measures when comparing the two groups. 
These real-world impact conditions lack the precision 
and control of animal investigations that have identified 
a vulnerability of brain tissues to the impact magnitude 
and time between injurious impacts. Because these factors 
cannot be controlled in this context, it makes it difficult to 
quantify a similar result in a human population, let alone 
a pediatric one that may have more variation due to dif-
ferent maturational status of the individuals. Beyond the 
lack of control that exists for human real-world impact re-
constructions, there is inherent variability in using a mul-
timodel approach that may occlude significant differences 
between the “history” and “no history” concussion groups. 
To reduce this variation, it may be useful to narrow inves-
tigations to examining certain types of impact conditions 
within 1 sporting risk environment instead of examining 
all environments, as was done in this research.

In addition, there was a considerable amount of time 

that had passed between the first reported concussion and 
the event reconstructed in this research. With such a large 
time frame between concussion events, it would be likely 
that the brain tissues would have recovered sufficiently 
that no vulnerability would have remained from the pre-
vious brain injury.52,55, 56,60 Of the total “history” concus-
sion group, only 2 cases had an injury interval (2.5 days 
and 13 days) that would fit within the vulnerability win-
dow described by the literature.11,14,16 Even so, the impact 
mechanics of these 2 cases were indistinguishable from 
the other reconstructions. In summary, the impact events 
presented in this research would support the animal and 
tissue models that describe no vulnerability to incurring 
a concussion from an impact when the period of time be-
tween impacts is large. There is a link as shown by mul-
tiple research analyses using other models and methods 
that may be more appropriate to investigate this vulner-
ability in controlled timeframes and magnitudes of im-
pact.11,14, 16, 52, 55, 56,60 The limitation to those methods is that 
animal and tissue analysis are not as directly transferrable 
to human clinical practice. While there is some evidence 
that this vulnerability to concussion based on history of 

FIG. 4. Maximum principal strain for gray matter (A) and white matter (B) comparing the “history” and “no history” concussion 
groups for different injury environments with 50% risk of concussion from the literature. Error bars denote standard deviations. 
Figure is available in color online only.

FIG. 3. Bar graphs showing peak linear acceleration (A) and peak resultant rotational acceleration (B) comparing the “history” and 
“no history” concussion groups for different injury environments with 50% risk of concussion from the literature. Error bars denote 
standard deviations. Figure is available in color online only.
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brain injury relationship may exist in humans, it has not 
been fully elucidated. This work is one of the first to in-
vestigate these phenomena in a large cohort of pediatric 
patients. While this work did not find any relationship, the 
durations between previous concussions and this analy-
sis was so large that vulnerability would not be expected 
based on the literature. In the future, it may be more ap-
propriate to examine repeated concussions in a narrower 
time frame or across different time frames if the data can 
be developed. In addition, focusing on sport environments 
of risk may be an ideal area to conduct this investigation 
as video may be available to increase the precision of the 
methods used.

In comparison with the literature that has described 
risk of concussion, the youth concussions reconstructed 
in this research resulted in large magnitude responses, 
responses well above those commonly associated with a 
risk of concussion.15,25,36,41,63 Considering the parameters 
of mass and velocity in these pediatric cases were below 
those of adults as a result of their smaller stature,44 these 
results might suggest a vulnerability of youth to incurring 
a brain injury at lower energies regardless of previous his-
tory of concussion.8

Limitations of the Study

This research was conducted using clinical patient re-
ports and then conducting laboratory reconstructions to 
acquire approximations of the parameters that are com-
monly used to quantify severity of impact. The use of data 
from patient and eyewitness recollections can be affected 
by recall error, and while the ensuing methods attempt to 
account for this by creating a corridor of response, there is 
some error involved in these assumptions. This recall bias 
is a primary factor in creating the variance found in this 
research. Future studies should focus on methods to either 
reduce variance from recall/report forms, or use video 
where available. This research was developed from a large 
cohort of injury cases found across multiple emergency 
room departments (more than 3000 cases). To reduce the 
recall bias, strict inclusion criteria were used, which nar-
rowed this sample to just 222 cases, but this bias cannot 

be completely eliminated. In addition, the reconstruction 
protocols use headforms and modeling methods that are 
representative of general human anthropometrics and tis-
sue characteristics for the respective age ranges in this re-
search, but are not biofidelic to each individual that was 
injured. To gain insight into the biomechanics of impact 
for the population, general models are used that can then 
be transferred into injury prevention programs, protective 
equipment development, and standards. These models that 
were used (computational, finite element, and physical) 
have limitations in that they are a general representation of 
the populations, but may not fully represent the variation 
in maturational status of these pediatric patients in this re-
search, even though effort was made to match the head 
sizes and brain sizes as closely as possible.

Conclusions
The reconstructions of 222 youth concussion cases 

demonstrated that there was no clear vulnerability cre-
ated by having a history of concussion when quantified by 
biomechanical measures. This result may be a reflection 
of the long time interval between the previous concussion 
and the one reconstructed in this study (median 498 days), 
which is well beyond the timeframes that describe a meta-
bolic and mechanical vulnerability in the brain tissues. As 
a result, this research demonstrates that there may be no 
difference in vulnerability in youth engaging in sport and 
nonsport activities when there is a long period of time be-
tween concussive events.

Appendix
The collaborators for the PERC 5P Concussion Team were as 

follows: Candice McGahern, BA; Gurinder Sangha, MD; Darcy 
Beer, MD; William Craig, MDCM; Ken J. Farion, MD; Angelo 
Mikrogianakis, MD; Karen Barlow, MD; Alexander S. Dubrovsky, 
MDCM, MSc; Willem Meeuwisse, MD, PhD; William P. Meehan 
III, MD; Yael Kamil, BSc; Anne M. Grool, MD, PhD, MSc; Blaine 
Hoshizaki, PhD; Peter Anderson, PhD; Brian L. Brooks, PhD; 
Michael Vassilyadi, MDCM, MSc; Terry Klassen, MD; Michelle 
Keightley, PhD; Lawrence Richer, MD; and Carol DeMatteo, MSc.

FIG. 5. CSDMe-10 (A) and CSDMe-20 (B) comparing the “history” and “no history” groups for different injury environments with 
50% risk of concussion from the literature. Error bars denote standard deviations. Figure is available in color online only. MPS = 
maximum principal strain.
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